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Šeimyniškių  gatvė

Slucko gatvė

A. Juozapavičiaus gatvė

Our aim is to create an active urban campus that is 
formed by plazas, alleys, gastronomy and retail on the 
ground level. A truly public experience that enlivens 
and enriches the campus. Green terraces on the 
roofs provide a sustainable and intriguing space for 
employees to exchange ideas and collaborate. A truly 
inspiring space for Innovation and Entrepreneurship. 
The project is named after the Juozapaviciaus Street, 
which is located directly to the south. The deep site is 
connected on the north to the more active Seimyni-
skiu Road. To the east, the more quite Slucko Street 
serves as a pedestrian friendly access point to the 
site, while on the west side it is connected to the 
neighboring plot. We consider Seimyniskiu Road as 
the main address, and the crossing of Seimyniskiu 
Road and Slucko Street as an important connection in 
order to bring people to the site.
By opening up the traditionally enclosed Campus 
typology, we create connections to the surrounding 
Urban area, simultaneously bringing in the city and 
nature inside the Campus. To further strengthen the 
identity of the Campus and its visibility, the opening 
up of the block creates a visible and publicly acces-
sible front address.

elevation north west scale 1-250 section B-B scale 1-250

masterplan scale 1-500

URBAN CAMPUS Vilnius 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN COMPETITION FOR THE COMPLEX OF BUILDINGS

ON LAND PLOT AT 6, JUOZAPAVČIAUS STR. IN VILNIUS AND ADJACENT TERRITORIES
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In order to form a clear identity of the Campus, two L-shaped 
buildings were composed in a manner that creates two inner 
courtyards that provide a public gathering point and an oasis 
in the middle of the city.
To provide an exciting and iconic skyline, the building-heights 
are playfully arranged creating an interplay of volumes and 
spaces. In order to achieve this interplay, various terraces and 
entry points have been carved out of the volume, creating 
visible access points and expressing individual addresses 
within the Campus.
Besides the main access from the north-east and the smaller 
entrance from the south, double height openings  provide 
passages leading pedestrians from the streets to the inside of 
the Campus. 
To fully activate the Campus, we placed the main office 
corridors on the perimeter facing the inner courtyards. This 
creates a visual connection between the urban courtyards and 
the interior, spaces of the office. 
The symmetrical arrangement of the cores allows an equal 
access to the offices. The ground level provides lots of  flexible 
usages for retail along the Seimyniskiu Road, Restaurants 
facing the courtyards, a small “market place” and a flexible 
double hight area for conferences, meetings, social events or 
even a food market. 

CONNECTIVE CAMPUS

INTEGRATION

Elevation south-east scale 1-250
Groundfloor scale 1-250
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Floorplan F4 scale 1-750Floorplan F2 scale 1-750 Floorplan F6 scale 1-750

The upper levels provide flexible office space for various users. Each building 
phase has two main cores, providing access up to four individual units on 
each level.  The arrangements allow a high variety of usages for single tenant 
occupying the entire Campus, or multiple tenants on each level or building 
part. The direct connections to the rooftop terraces give an additional quality 
to the office floors. 

Compact cores in the middle zone create an efficient office layout with few 
corridors and plenty of usable area. Working spaces - arranged along the 
facades, combined with meeting places and break out areas in the middle 
zone provide the necessary space for a modern and creative working 
atmosphere.

FLEXIBLE WORK SPACES

CLOSED OFFICE

HYBRID OFFICE

OPEN SPACE
Core and service spaces located in the 
inner floor plan to provide more facade 
for the office use

Double corridors gives more variability 
for internal space division

Flexible Open spaces ideal for Hot- 
desking, meeting rooms or social 
communication activities

Close to internal cores, these are flexible 
open spaces for common or social use

2.7 m grid facade proving most useful, functional, 
economic and flexible for office use

Opening up the massing to the courtyard 
provided more facade space which fills 
the interior with more sunlight

Units starting with 2.7m width, flexible to 
larger spaces following the grid module

Internal Cores

Circulation

Office Units

Hot Desking

Common Space

Modular Facade

Maximum Daylight

Floorplan F7 scale 1-750 Floorplan F8+F9 scale 1-750 Floorplan B1+B2 scale 1-750

B1 = 238 parking lots
B2 = 248 parking lots

Elevation south-west scale 1-250
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sutainable energie 
concept
PV elements on all 
rooftops

powerful and high efficient 
building skin 

low temperature cooling and 
heating + thermal 
component activation

smart technolgie

urban planning and massing 
provides natural cross 
ventilation

green building strategy: 
green terraces and facade,
rain retention, adiabatic 
cooling 

water features for retention 
and adiabatic cooling

high efficient double 
facade for noise pro-
tection on north facade 
+ low g-value 

hybrid veitlation system:
natural and mechanical 

hybrid constructions 
+cradle to cradle ap-
proach

low carbon approach 

local renewable energy

sustainable mobility: 
pedestrian and 
electronic mobility

CO2 Reduction 

by greenery

5%-7% energy 
and cost reduction 

for cooling 10%-15% stress reduction for se-

werage 

10-12 times more CO2 reduction by 

plant concept 

O2 production covers daily need of 

all employees 

air purification like

particulate matter 

GREEN BUILDING APPROACH

GREEN CAMPUS APPROACH

SUSTAINABLE CAMPUS FACADE DESIGN
Plain Facade
Basic extruded volume according to design

Flexible office-friendly grid that helps 
accomidates very flexible interior spaces

Inspired by the surrounding Urban facades, playfull 
lines resulting from various building typologies, scale 
and design are extracted

Merginig these two grids together helps achieve a modern, 
functional, economic and efficient facade that is inspired 
and relating to its surrounding culture rich envirnoment

Modular Grid

Urban Character

Integration of Old and New

URBAN FACADE
dark aluminium

CONTRAST
CAMPUS FACADE

light aluminium

Double Facade

Single Facade

Fully Untized 
Facade Moduls

CONTRAST
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section C-C scale 1-250

elevation north-east scale 1-250 facade proposal Šeimyniškių Street 1A 


